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The Yang-Mills measure for gauge fields over the two-sphere is constructed using 
a conditioned white-noise process. Stochastic differential equations are used to 
study parallel translation under this measure. Expectation values of a broad class 
of Wilson loop configurations are computed explicitly and it is shown that these 
values are invariant under area-preserving diffeomorphisms of the sphere. 0 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to the construction and study of the Yang-Mills 
measure for gauge fields over the sphere S’. The problem, stated in very 
general informal terms, is to construct a probability measure p (the 
Yang-Mills measure) on an infinite dimensional manifold g (of gauge field 
configurations) starting from a heuristic expression describing ,u. The 
strategy of our solution is roughly as follows. The measure p is realized by 
viewing %? as a “submanifold” in a Hilbert space % and setting p equal to 
the restriction of Gauss measure on X of Vs. More precisely, +? is identified 
with f’(e) for a certain function f on %’ taking values in a group G, and 
p is realized as a Gauss measure on &’ conditioned to safisfy f( - ) = e. Each 
point of %? describes a differential-geometric structure (gauge field) over the 
two-sphere S2. The embedding of g in X requires a splitting of S2 into two 
hemispheres N and S. We prove that the measure p is, in a sense, 
independent of the specific choice of hemispheres. Every area-preserving dif- 
feomorphism of S2 induces a mapping of % into itself and we prove results 
demonstrating that, as expected from the specific form of the heuristic 
expression for p, the measure ,u is invariant under such transformations. This 
is done by computing explicitly the expectation values of important random 
variables (corresponding to configurations of Wilson loops in S2) on %?. 
’ This work was partially supported by NSF Grants DMS-8922941, PHY-8912067 and by 
a grant from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. 
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The present work has been motivated by the works [GKS, Dr] which 
study the quantized Yang-Mills field over the plane. The Yang-Mills func- 
tional over the sphere and other compact Riemann surfaces has been 
studied in the classical sense (as distinct from the quantized formulation) 
by Atiyah and Bott CAB-l, AB-21 and more specifically over the sphere by 
several authors: [F, FH, G]. The work [NU] and the much more detailed 
work of Fine [F] describe quantized Yang-Mills fields over the sphere. 
The results obtained in these works are consistent with our results but the 
principal difference between our results and theirs is that we are able to 
compute expectations for configurations of Wilson loops broad enough to 
specify connections completely up to gauge equivalence and thus it is clear 
in what sense our Yang-Mills measure lives on the configuration space $7. 
Moreover, we are able to prove essentially that the Yang-Mills measure is 
invariant under area-preserving diffeomorphisms of S2. This seems to 
appear as a hypothesis in [NU]. To summarize, (1) we construct a 
probability measure space to represent the Yang-Mills measure, (2) we 
calculate Wilson loop expectation values for a class of cnfigurations of 
loops broad enough to specify connections completely upto gauge 
equivalence, (3) we prove results demonstrating the invariance of the 
theory under area-preserving diffeomorphisms, (4) our method extends to 
the case of other surfaces (this extension will appear in a forthcoming 
paper [S2]), and (5) our use of the idea (see [GKS, AHH]) of defining 
parallel-transport by a stochastic differential equation provides the first 
example of a stochastic geometry over a compact surface and is of interest 
as a model in probability theory. 
A Yang-Mills measure defines a stochastic differential geometry in the 
sense of [Fr]. That is, it can be viewed as a study of parallel-translation 
along (deterministic) paths using stochastic connections. Several works of 
S. Albeverio, R. Hoegh-Krohn, et al. (for example, [AHH]) are devoted to 
the study of stochastic connections. The present work provides an example 
of stochastic differential geometry in this sense over a compact surface. 
A number of works [F2, Wi] dealing with two-dimensional quantum 
gauge theory, using a different approach than the present work, have 
become available since the completion of the first version [S] of this work. 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND BASIC FACTS 
1. Basic Definitions 
Throughout this paper G will denote a compact connected Lie group 
whose Lie algebra, denoted g, is equipped with a fixed bi-invariant inner- 
product ( ., . )9. We work with a principal G-bundle Z: P + M, where M 
is a Riemannian manifold. The definitions of differential geometric oncepts 
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(bundle, connection, etc.) used here are standard (see, for example, [B] ). 
The afline space of connections on P will be denoted by d. The group of 
smooth automorphisms (covering the identity) of the bundle P will be 
denoted 3 and the subgroup of elements which act as the identity on the 
fiber over a given point m E M will be denoted gm. These groups act in a 
natural standard way (by pulling back connections) on d and the 
quotients W = al% and %‘,,, =&/$ are of fundamental interest to us. We 
will denote by [o] the equivalence class of o E ~2 both in the quotient $7 
and in %,,,. 
Notation 2.1.1. Let o E d, u E P, and C a piecewise smooth loop in M 
based at rc(~). Then we write g,(C; o) for the holonomy according to o 
around C starting at U. Often, when u is fixed in a discussion, we will drop 
the subscript U. 
From the G-equivariance of parallel translation it follows that 
&,(C 0) = Y-kK; W)Y. 
If U, an open neighborhood of m E M, is identified diffeomorphically 
with the unit ball in R” such that m is identified with 0, and u is a fixed 
point on the fiber over m, then the section of P over U obtained by parallel 
translating u by a given connection o E d along “radial segments” (as 
defined by the identification with the ball) from m is smooth. This section, 
which we denote by so, is called a choice of radial gauge over U. 
Clearly, if f~ Y and CUE d then f*o E: d. It is easily seen that 
B x & + d: (f, o) H~*W defines a left-action of Y on d. 
The following explains how holonomy elements pecify connection forms 
upto gauge-equivalence: 
PROPOSITION 2.1.2. Suppose M is connected. Let co,, co2 E&‘. Fix any 
point m E M. 
( 1) If o t, w2 E J$ are such that for any fixed u E 7t - l(m) and for every 
piecewise smooth loop C in M based at m the following equality of 
holonomies hold: 
then [ol] = [co21 in gm. 
(2) Let ol, WOE d. Fix any ul, u2 in the fiber over m. Let k be any 
positive integer and C,, . . . . Ck be any piecewise smooth loops in M based at 
m. Let f be any function on Gk which satisfies the invariance condition 
f(gx1 g-l, *..> gxkg-l)=f(xl, . . . . xk). 
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Suppose now that for every choice of k and etiery such Cl, . . . . CR and f the 
following holds: 
fku,G; Q4), -**> &&; w))=fku,G %), ea.7 g,,(G; %)I- (*) 
Then [ol] = [o,] in g. 
Conversely, if [ol] = [oJ in W then (*) holds for all the choices possible. 
ProoJ: To prove (1) we need to find an automorphism f E 3m such that 
f*col= m2. For p E P defme f (p) to be the point obtained by parallel trans- 
porting p according to o1 to the fiber over m by any curve joining x(p) to 
m and parallel transporting back by the connection o2 along any curve 
joining m to x(p). The equality of holonomies in the hypothesis implies 
that f is well-defined. The G-equivariance of parallel-translation implies 
that f is G-equivariant. Smoothness follows from the smoothness of w1 and 
u)~, and, for example, the smoothness of local sections defining radial 
gauge. 
Item (2). Without loss of generality set u1 = u2 = U. For any piecewise 
smooth closed curve C let 
rc= (Y E G : y-kdc; W,)Y =g,(C; ~2>>. 
It follows from the hypothesis that r,, n . .. n rck # @ for every finite 
collection { C1 , . . . . C,}. Since r, is always closed and hence compact it 
follows that there is a y E G common to all r,. So 
&(C 01) = r-‘&w; w,hJ = EL&; 02). 
Choose an automorphism f: P + P which sends u to uy. Then 
(**I 
&,(C 02) = g,,u,(C (32) = gtd(C; &t-*02). (***) 
Thus using the first part of this proposition we conclude that [o,] = [o,] 
in ‘ip. 
The converse follows by using the identities in (* *) and (***). 1 
The work by Driver [Dr2] describes how, under suitable regularity 
assumptions, a connection may be reconstructed from knowledge of the 
holonomy variables. It is standard practice to consider functions of the 
form f,(g,,(C, ; 0)) . . . fR( g,( Ck; CO)) instead of the larger class considered 
in Proposition 2.1.2(2). The smaller class of functions does not suffice to 
determine [o] E V for general gauge groups (F. Bien has given an example 
in group theory using which this fact can be illustrated). 
We turn now to defining the Yang-Mills functional S on %‘. Let w E d. 
Recall that the curvature Q”( =dco + [o, 01) is a g-valued 2-form on P. 
For any m EM define the number IlsZ”‘II’ (m) as follows: pick any 
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p~z-l(m) and any er, . . . . e,E T,P such that (n(e,), . . . . n(e,)) forms an 
orthonormal basis of T,,,M; set 
where 11. () g is the norm on g. It may be checked that the value II Q” I\ * (m) 
depends only on m and not on the specific choice of p and (e,, . . . . e,). In 
fact, 
llQ2”l12 (m) = llQf*‘oI12 Cm) for every fE 9. 
We can now set up: 
DEFINITION 2.1.3. We denote by S the function on d defined by 
S(w)=j lIQ”I12 (m) do, 
M 
where da is the volume measure on M. Since S(o) = S(f*w) for every 
w E d and every f E B, the function S is also defined on the quotient space 
VZ and hence also on the quotient %,,,. We will call S, defined on any of 
these spaces, the Yang-Mills functional. 
Notation 2.1.4. The inner-product on g and the Riemannian structure 
on A4 induce an inner-product on the space of tangent vectors in d. Let 
93~ denote the “Lebesgue measure” on d and let p: d + W o H [w] 
denote the usual projection. Then we define the measure [Qu] on $? by 
requiring that for any bounded measurable function f on % the following 
hold: 
The problem that this paper addresses can now be stated with some 
precision. We wish to construct a measure p on 9? which can be written 
informally in the form 
where 2 is a normalizing constant chosen so that p(w) = 1. We will often 
refer to this measure as the Yang-Mills measure and sometimes we will 
write pY,+, to denote it. 
The cases we will deal with are only the special cases where the base 
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space M is either the disk in the plane or the two-sphere S*. The measure 
p will also not be realized on the space %’ of equivalence classes of smooth 
connections on P. As a general rule, probability measures on linear func- 
tion spaces live not on spaces of smooth functions but on spaces of 
generalized functions. An analogous situation exists in the present context. 
In order to state what we actually achieve it will be more convenient to 
view ‘3 and %m in terms of the description in Proposition 2.1.2 than as 
equivalence classes of connection forms. Thus each element [w] E V,,, is 
specified by assigning a group element g(C; [o]) (we drop the subscript u 
taking it to be some fixed point on the fiber over m) to each piecewise 
smooth closed curve based at a fixed point n. Thus with respect to the 
probability measure ,u on %&, each g(C; .) becomes a G-valued random 
variable on 9&. Turning this around we can say that p is specified com- 
pletely on %‘,,, by associating a G-valued random variable to each closed 
curve (of some regularity) based at m. In Sections 4 and 5 we construct a 
suitable probability space (‘is,, p) and random variables on this space 
which correspond to the g(C; .)‘s. Following the description of % given in 
Proposition 2.1.6, the measure p is realized on % by specifying the expecta- 
tion values of random variablesf(g(C, ; .), . . . . g(Ck; .)) where the terms are 
as in Proposition 2.1.2 (part 2). 
2. Connections on Bundles over S* 
We review classical connections over the sphere. The proofs of the two 
propositions in this section are simple and are not presented here. We work 
with the standard unit sphere S* c R3. If R is an open subset of S* 
bounded by a smooth simple closed curve then a natural “positive” 
orientation is induced on the boundary aR. This orientation is the opposite 
of the one induced on this same curve by viewing it as the boundary of 
S* - R. We fix an arbitrary point on S* and call it the north pole n; the 
south pole s is then defined. We fix a base meridian M,,. We denote by e, 
the point where MO intersects the equator; we will refer to e, as “the base 
point.” The closed north hemisphere will be denoted by N and the closed 
south hemisphere by S. Unless otherwise specified, “hemisphere” will 
always mean “closed hemisphere.” We will use polar coordinates (r, 19) on 
each hemisphere with origin at the pole and base ray along MO, with 0 
increasing along the equator viewed as the positively oriented boundary of 
N (and hence, negatively oriented boundary of S). 
We work with a smooth connection on a smooth principal G-bundle 
over the sphere S*. Choose a point pn on the fiber over n. Define a section 
sz of the bundle over N by taking parallel-translates of p,, along meridial 
segments running from n to the equator. As mentioned before, this defines 
a smooth section of the bundle. Let ps be the point on the fiber over s 
obtained by parallel-translating p,, along the base meridian MO to the fiber 
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over s. Now we define a section sz over S by parallel-translating ps along 
meridial segments. This section is also smooth. 
Parallel-transport. If C: [a, b] + S 2 is a piecewise C ’ curve on S2 with 
C(a) E A and C(b) E B, where A, BE {N, S}, then we write gB*A( C) for the 
element of G for which st(C(b)) g”,“(C) is the result of parallel translating 
&C(a)) along the complete curve C. We abbreviate gA,A to gA. 
DEFINITION 2.2.1. Denote by z the transition function defined on the 
equator d = Nn S. More precisely, z: d -+ 9 is defined so that if a point u 
on the fiber over a point p E 8 is represented in the trivialization over N by 
the element a,,, E G and by the element us E G in the trivialization over S, 
then 
z(p) = v&‘. 
The transition function is smooth. 
The following proposition relates the transition function to parallel 
translation. 
Observation 2.2.2. Let $ denote the part of the equator from the base 
point eO to a point p, oriented positively (increasing 0) as 8N. Then 
Z(P) = g”(qJ g%q.r’. (2.2.1) 
If C is a piecewise C’ curve which lies completely on the equator, 
starting at a point Ci and ending at C, then 
g”(C)=Z(Cf) g’(C) T(Ci)-‘* (2.2.2) 
We now describe, in terms of trivializations, parallel-transport along a 
piecewise C’ curve C which lies partly in N and partly in S. Because we 
have covered the sphere by two closed sets instead of open sets we have to 
restrict our discussion to a special class of curves. The restriction here is 
actually more stringent than is necessary at this point but this formulation 
will be useful to us later in the stochastic case. We say that a curve C, 
defined on the parameter domain [a, b], is the concatenation of a sequence 
of curves C1, . . . . C, if there are points a = to < ... < t, = b such that 
ci= cI [ti-l,tj]* 
DEFINITION 2.2.3. A curve C: [a, b] + S2 will be called nice if it is 
piecewise C’ and it is the concatenation of a finite sequence of curves each 
of which lies completely in N or in S and is horizontal (in the sense of 
Definition 3.1.1), reversed horizontal or meridial. 
In order to describe parallel translation along such a curve we divide the 
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curve into pieces that lie completely in one of the hemispheres and express 
the result as a product involving parallel-transports along these pieces and 
involving terms given by the transition function which contain the effect of 
passing from the description over one hemisphere to that over the other. It 
will be convenient to set up a standard way of dividing the curve and this 
is formalized in the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.2.4. Let C: [a, b] -+ S2 be a nice curve on S2. Suppose 
C(a) EA and C(b) E B, where A, BE {N, S}. Split C in the following way: 
follow C from its initial point in A till it leaves A and call this initial 
segment C1 ; denote by C2 the segment of C starting from the endpoint of 
C1 till the point where it leaves the other hemisphere (2); proceed in this 
way and arrange C, so that it lies in B. We write 
and call this the standard representation of the curve C. Note that C1, 
which appears last in the above expression, is the first piece of C, so that 
the expression C, . . . C1 should be read from right to left to describe C. 
Parallel-transport along a nice curve is described in: 
F~OPO~ITI~N 2.25 Let C = C, . . . C, be the standard representation 
of a nice curve C: [a, b] -+ S2. Suppose C(a) E A and C(b) E B, where 
A, BE (N, S}. Denote by pi the endpoint of Ci and, for i< n - 1 introduce 
the symbol q by 
if CicSandCi+, $ S; 






-1, lj- B = S, 
Then parallel-transport along C described relative to (A, B) is given by 
(where A’ is the hemisphere opposite to A, i.e., {A, A’ > = {N, S} ) 
g”.“(C) = g”(C,) z(p,- $-’ ...~(p,)~~ g”‘(C,) z(pI)“’ g”(C,). (2.2.3) 
DEFINITION 2.2.6. If C is a nice closed curve in S2 and f is a central 
function on G (i.e., f (xyx-‘) = f (y) for all x, y E G) then we set 
f(C) =f(g=YC)), 
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where A E {N, S} contains p. Clearly, this is independent of the choice A 
(in case p E A n B). 
3. More on the Yang-Mills Measure 
In the case where the base space M is the plane R2 equipped with some 
Riemannian metric a radial gauge choice can be used to map the conligura- 
tion space ‘is, one-to-one onto a linear space X of g-valued functions on R2. 
For example, if o is a connection form on the principal G-bundle z: P + R2 
and s,: R2 + P is the section formed by parallel-translating a fixed initial 
point on the fiber over the origin 0 along radial rays then the assignment 
o t+ s,*w, expressing o in radial gauge, maps W0 one-to-one into the 
space of g-valued l-forms (vanishing on radial vectors) over R2 and the 
assignment o H F(w) where F(w) do = d(s$m) (and do is the area-form on 
R*) maps W,, one-to-one onto the linear space of smooth g-valued functions 
on R2. It is known that under this map the informal expression for the 
Yang-Mills measure p on V0 goes over into the informal expression for 
Gaussian measure on the linear space and thus it may be seen that p can 
be modelled by a white-noise process over R2 taking values in g. A crucial 
fact here is that using radial gauge the expression for the Yang-Mills 
functional becomes quadratic (instead of quartic). 
In the case where B is a compact surface, the configuration space %’ does 
not necessarily have the structure of a linear space in a natural way. For 
example, for a U( 1) bundle over a compact Riemann surface of genus g, 
each connection is specified up to gauge-equivalence by the curvature 
(which is a real-valued function on the surface satisfying one linear 
constraint) and by the holonomy around a chosen collection of 2g loops 
forming a homology basis: thus %?, viewed in this manner, has the structure 
of a product of an infinite-dimensional linear-space and 2g copies of U( 1). 
For the case of S2 the idea for constructing the Yang-Mills measure may 
be described in the following manner. As in the preceding section, split S2 
into two closed hemispheres N and S intersecting along the equator 8. A 
connection over S2 is specified completely by its restrictions over N and 
over S. Thus the space %‘,, for S2 can be identified (see the remarks 
following (*)) with a subset of g,,(N) x WJS), where %&S,(N) is the 
configuration space of connections over N and %Zgs(S) is that over S. 
Disregarding smoothness conditions and assuming that G is simply 
connected, we may identify %,, with the subset of %$(N) x Q$(S) given by 
(For o E & we set [o,] = [olN], where 01 N is the restriction of o over N. 
Some care has to be taken in defining [ws] E W=(S) for a given [o] E %‘,,. 
Fix, as usual, pn E ~-l(n) and fix also U’ E n-l(s); for a given w E & denote 
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by ps the point in z-r(s) obtained by parallel-translating u along the base 
meridian MO from n to s. Then we take os to be a gauge transform of w(~ 
so that g,(C; os) = g,,(C; ~1~) for every piecewise smooth closed curve C 
in S based at s. Then [os] E C,(S) is determined by [o] E %,,.) 
Note that gN(b; oN) describes the effect of parallel-transport with respect 
to ON around the equator d with a chosen fixed base-point e. and 
g’(b; os) is the same for os (see the preceding subsection for a more 
precise description). Identifying wn(N) with a linear space X, of g-valued 
functions on N (as mentioned in an earlier paragraph) using radial gauge 
over N and ws(S) with a linear space X, of g-valued functions over S, we 
take the Yang-Mills measure ,u on gn is given by Gaussian measure on 
X = X, x X, conditioned to concentrate on the “submanifold” given by (*). 
Of course, both gN(b; .) and g’(b; .) have to be viewed as random 
variables on X, and on X,, respectively, with respect to the Gaussian 
measures on these linear spaces. We will not present formal computations 
with infinite determinants to justify this procedure in defining the 
Yang-Mills measure: we take the invariance of the measure under area- 
preserving transformations of the sphere and the agreement with a lattice- 
approximation as evidence that our definition leads to a reasonable theory. 
In Section 3 we study the parallel-transport variables as random 
variables on the Gaussian probability space corresponding to the Yang- 
Mills measure for a disk (N and 5’ are disks). In Section 4 we construct a 
conditional probability which essentially describes the construction of ,U by 
conditioning the Gaussian measure on X, x X, to lie on 5?$, as given by (*). 
3. YANG-MILLS STOCHASTIC GEOMETRY FOR THE DISK 
This section describes the Euclidean Yang-Mills field on the plane 
although we restrict our attention to a disk. This is a somewhat simpler 
treatment of some of the results in [GKS, Dr]. 
1. Stochastic Parallel-Transport 
We work with a principal G-bundle P over the unit disk D with center 
0. We equip the disk with a Riemannian metric-this gives a measure of 
area on the disk. We use the usual (Euclidean) polar coordinates on D. 
First we recall the situation with classical connections on P. 
DEFINITION 3.1.1. A horizontal curve in D is a continuous map 
C: [a, b] + D such that the image C[a, b] coincides with the graph, 
relative to the polar coordinate system, of a piecewise C’ function 
[0,2n] 13 [e,, 0,] + [0, 1] : 0 H a(e), where e(0) > 0 except possibly for 
the endpoints and we permit + co and - co as values of the derivative only 
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at the endpoints, and if, moreover, C(a)= (0,, a(0,)) and C(b)= 
(e,, ~$0,)). The function cr will be called the polar representation of C. We 
will not distinguish between a curve and its reparametrizations. 
For w a smooth connection on P, define a section s, of P by parallel 
translating a fixed element on the fiber over 0 along radial rays. If C is a 
horizontal curve in D (with initial point Ci and final point Cr> denote by 
g(C) the element of G such that the result of parallel translating by o the 
point s,(C,) along C to the end point C, is given by s,JC,) g(C). Then the 
definition of parallel translation implies: 
Fact 3.1.2. Let F be the g-valued function on D such that F do = so@“, 
where do is the area 2-form on D and Q” is the curvature form of w. Let 
C be a horizontal curve in D and let CT: [O, ,0,] + [0, 1 ] be its polar 
representation. Let [e,, 0,] + G : 0 H g, be the solution of the differential 
equation 
dg, = -dM; g, (3.1.1) 
with initial condition g,, = e, where M”(O) is the integral of the curvature 
form F da over the region E; bounded by the curve cr1 Cel,e, and the radial 
segments joining the endpoints of this arc to the center of the disk. 
Parallel-transport along C is described by g(C) E G where 
g(C) = go,. 
Now we can proceed to the quantum case. As indicated in the heuristic 
discussion of Subsection 2.4 the Yang-Mills measure is specified by model- 
ling the curvature F stochastically by a white-noise process taking values in 
the Lie algebra g of G. Let F denote such a process. In detail, for every 
Bore1 set E in the disk, we have a g-valued Gaussian random variable F(E) 
with mean 0 and variance ) EJ, and disjoint sets have independent random 
variables associated to them by F. All random variables are defined on a 
probability space (Q, 9, P). We shall sometimes write pLYM,disk for P. 
DEFINITION 3.1.3. Let C be a horizontal curve and let [0,, e,] -+ 
D: 8 I--, (0, a(0)) be its polar representation. Let 0 H g; be the solution of 
the Stratonovich stochastic differential equation 
dg; = [ - dM”(B)] 0 g; (3.1.2) 
with initial condition gg, = e, and where M”(8) is the martingale specilied 
by 
M”(B) = F(E;;). (3.1.3) 
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Recall that E;. denotes the region bounded by the arc of C between the 
parameter values 8, and 8 and the radial segments joining the center of D 
to the endpoints of this arc. Then stochastic parallel-transport along C is 
described by the G-valued random variable g(C) where 
The random variable g(C) is defined on the probability space (Q, 9, P). 
The dependence of g(C) on o E 52 will be indicated by w H g(C; 0). 
Observe that A4; is Gaussian with mean zero and its infinitesimal incre- 
ment has variance due, where a, is the area of E;. Thus ge is Brownian 
motion on G with time measured by a, instead of 8. To indicate the 
dependence on the path 0 we may sometimes write g,(e) for the go that we 
have just defined. We will also write g(a) for g,(8,). 
2. Joint Distributions 
The main result (Theorem 3.2.10) of this section describes the joint dis- 
tribution of g(ai), . . . . g(o,) for several horizontal curves cl, .,., (T,,. The 
main ingredient of the proof is contained in the following: 
hOPOSITIoN 3.2.1. Let C1, CZ be horizontal curves described in polar- 
coordinate by (rl, oz: [a, b] + [0, 11, and Ci runs from (a, a,(a)) to 
(b, a,(b)). Assume o1 < a2. Denote by gi(0) the stochastic parallel-transport 
along ai upto the point (0, ai(e Define 
h(@ = gz(e) -’ gl(O (3.2.1) 
Then 
dh(8) = h(B) 0 d/3(@, (3.2.2) 
where /? is a Brownian motion in g and B(0) has the same distribution as 
F(E’,2) (E; is the region between the curves from the initial ray to the ray 
at 19). 
Moreover, h(0) is independent of the a-algebra generated by the random 
variables F(S) as S varies over all Bore1 sets in the complement of the region 
EY. 
The proof of this will be presented after we prove some auxilliary results. 
DEFINITION 3.2.2. If E is a measurable subset of D then z(E) will denote 
the a-algebra generated by all the random variables F(E’) as E’ runs over 
the measurable subsets of E. 
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LEMMA 3.2.3. Let M. 8 --, g be a random variable, .Z a a-algebra of 
measurable subsets of Q, and g a G-valued random variable which is 
measurable with respect to C. Assume that M is independent of C and that 
the distribution of M is the same as that of xMx-’ for every x E G. Then the 
g-valued random variable gMg-’ is independent of C and has the same 
distribution as M. 
Proof Let f be C-measurable. Denote by dp( ., .) the joint density of 
(g, f ). Then for measurable sets A and B (in the appropriate spaces) 
= 
s 
P[ME A] dp(x, z) 
GXB 
= P[MMA] P[f E B]. 
This proves both parts of the conclusion, the second part following by 
setting B to be equal to the whole range space off: 1 
LEMMA 3.2.4. Let g, denote stochastic parallel-transport along a horizon- 
tal curve traced out by o: [a, b] --t D. Then for any 8 E [a, b] the random 
variable g, is measurable with respect to the o-algebra z(Eg). 
Proof Evident. 1 
LEMMA 3.2.5. With the notation as in Proposition 1, the following holds: 
h-‘dh=g;‘dM21gl+$ g;%dM”, dM21 >g,, 
where 
&f21 = dMu2 - dM”‘. 
Proof A calculation using Ito’s formula and the stochastic differential 
equation (3.1.2) for g; shows 
d(g;)-’ = (g;)-‘0 [dM”(e)]. (3.2.3) 
Recall (Eq. (3.2.1)) that 
ho = g,W’ gl(e). 
Differentiating this using Ito’s formula we have 
dh=dg,‘g,+g,‘dg,+dg;‘dg,. 
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In this equation we can substitute in the values of dg, (from Eq. (3.1.2)) 
and dg;’ (from Eq. (3.2.3) above) to get 
dh = g;’ dM21 g, + g;’ f < dM21, dM21 > g, 
and multiplying both sides by h-’ = gT1g2 we have 
LEMMA 3.2.6. With notation as in the preceding lemma, the process j?(O) 
defined by 
P(e)= 1; g1U-V’ dM21UV gl(@ (3.2.4) 
is a Brownian motion on g with the same finite-dimensional distributions as 
M21(8), and B(O) is independent of the a-algebra z(D\E f). 
Proof: By Lemmas 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 it follows that the process OH j?(e) 
has independent increments. By Lemma 3.2.3, the increments have the 
same distribution as the increments of 0 H M21(8). 1 
Proof of Proposition 3.2.1. This follows by combining the preceding 
lemmas. 1 
LEMMA 3.2.7. Let C: [a, b] + D be horizontal, let CE [a, b], and set 
C = C( Ca,c, and C2 = Cl cc,sl. Then 
g(C) = gW2) @A U.S. 
Proof: Straightforward checking. fl 
We now define stochastic parallel-transport along more general curves. 
DEFINITION 3.2.8. A curve C: [a, b] + D is the concatenation of a finite 
sequence (C, , . . . . C,) of curves if there exist a = to < . . . < t, = b such that 
cj= cI [t,-l,tj]’ 
DEFINITION 3.2.9. Parallel-translation along any radial curve is defined 
to be trivial, i.e., the constant random variable e. If C: [a, b] + D is a 
horizontal curve then parallel-translation along the reversed curve c is 
defined to be the random variable g(C)-‘. If a curve r is made up of a 
concatenation of a sequence of horizontal curves, radial curves, and 
reversed horizontal curves, then parallel-transport along r is defined to be 
the product of the parallel-transport random variables associated to the 
constituent curves taken in the proper order. 
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The following result of Driver [Dr] follows immediately from 
Proposition 3.2.1. 
THBOREZM 3.2.10. Let ol, . . . . o,, be horizontal curves. Denote the polar- 
coordinate representation of oi by 8 H (t3, a,(O)). Assume that each ai is 
parametrized by 0~ [a, b]. Assume that oI < ..- Go,,. Denote by Aii+ 1 the 
area of the region between oi and oi+ 1, where we take o,, to be the constant 
curve at the origin. Denote by Q,(x) the fundamental solution to the heat- 
equation on the group G. Then the density p of the random variable 
(g(ol), . . . . g(o,)) on the product space G” with respect to Haar measure is 
given by 
n-1 
P(Xl, as.9 Xn) = n Q,+i+l(Xi+ lXil), 
i=O 
DEFINITION 3.2.11. Consider a collection Y of curves consisting of 
radial segments and horizontal curve segments described as follows. The 
radial segments are MO, Mi, . . . . M,, where each M, runs from the origin 
radially out to a point on the boundary circle of the disk, and MO is along 
the base ray 8 = 0. Every horizontal curve segment of 9’ has its initial point 
on some Mi and ends on Mi+ I (M, + , = MO by convention). Two curves 
in this collection can intersect only at their endpoints or initial points. 
Moreover, every point of aD lies on some curve in 9’. We shall call such 
a system Y of curves a grid. The intersection points and endpoints of the 
curves in Y and the curve segments that they determine form a graph 
which will be denoted generally by r(Y). 
Consider a grid Y as above. For any horizontal curve 0 in Y we shall 
denote the random variable giving parallel-transport along the complete 
curve cr by g(a). We shall write down an expression for the joint distribu- 
tion density of g(o) for all e in the given collection. It is convenient o label 
the curves in the following way: label the curves in the collection which 
runs between Mi and Mi+ 1 by oil, . . . . bin, so that cril < ... <bin,. Then: 
THEOREM 3.2.12. The joint density of ( g(aik))k= 1 ,,__, n ,i= o ,.,,, n is given by 
the function p defined on nl=, G”’ 
i=O k=O 
Here Aik+l is the area in the region between the curves o& and aik + 1, and 
xi0 = e. 
The proof of this is immediate from Theorem 3.2.10 and from the 
580/108/2-Z 
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independence properties of white-noise evaluated on sets which intersect 
in subsets of measure zero. 
We reformulate the results in a way which will be useful later. 
DEFINITION 3.2.13. A lasso in the grid Y described above is a closed 
loop based at 0 obtained by following the radial segment along Mi to the 
initial point of some oik, followed by (Tik, followed by the meridial segment 
along ni+, to the final point of oik-l (taken to be the constant curve at 
0 if k = l), followed by Sik- i, followed by the radial segment along Mi 
back to 0. 
We will not distinguish between a curve and its reparametrizations. 
We say that a curve C is a reduction of a curve c’ if C’= K;K;C;. . . 
K;K;C;RbK;, and C=C;...C;. 
Denote by 8D the simple loop going around the boundary (also denoted 
Jo) of D in the sense of increasing 8, starting and finishing at 8 = 0 (that 
is, at the tip of MO). It is possible to arrange the lassos in a grid in a unique 
sequence L,, . . . . L, such that MO aDi@,, is a reduction of the loop 
&?I . - -L,, the reduction obtained by dropping from L, ‘. . L1 all curve 
segments that are traversed in opposite directions consecutively. We will 
always order the lassos in a grid in this sequence. 
THEOREM 3.2.14. Let L1, . . . . L, be the sequence of lassos in a grid as just 
described. Denote by Ri the open subset of the plane enclosed by Lt. Then 
for every bounded Bore1 function f on G”. That is, the g(L,; co) are 
independent random variables with g(L,; o) having density Q,,,,(x). 
4. A CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY 
In this section we construct a conditional probability measure and 
develop computational results that will be used in later sections. 
1. Construction of the Measure 
The construction is described in: 
THEOREM 4.1.1. Let 9, and QRs be complete separable metric spaces, PN 
a probability measure on the Bore1 o-algebra of 52, and Ps a probability 
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measure on the Bore1 o-algebra of sZs. Let G be a compact topological group. 
Let g, be a G-valued random variable on ~2, and gs a G-valued random 
variable on Sz, such that both g, and g, have bounded and positive probability 
densities with respect to Haar measure on G. Then for every measurable 
E c B = 52, x 0, and z E G, there is a unique number P,,,,,;l =.(E) such that 
(1) PgNgp=zW is measurable in z for fixed E 
(2) WE, gNgslE.)ldP(ghigslE.)(z)=Pg~‘gsl=.(E) 
(3) G&L (E) is a probability measure in E for fixed z 
(4) Pg,,q;~ = AA x B) is continuous in z for A and B measurable sets in 
Sz, and Sz,, respectively. 
Remarks. (1) The existence of P,,,;I =,(E) satisfying (lt(3) is 
guaranteed by a standard general theorem on the existence of conditional 
probabilities and this requires no hypotheses on g, and g, other than 
measurability. Our interest is in a specific choice of the conditional 
probability which satisfies (4). Also, in our applications of the theorem, the 
element z will be in the center of G. 
(2) The assumption that g, and g, have bounded and positive 
densities with respect o Haar measure may be replaced by the requirement 
that the distributions of g, and g, have bounded densities with respect o 
each other. With this hypotheses, PgNgsl =,(E) exists satisfying (l)-(3) and 
the condition that PgHgSl = t [g,g,‘=z]=lforeveryzoG(wewillprove 
this condition for our choice of PgNgSl = z in Subsection 4.2) but (4) is not 
necessarily true anymore. 
Proof. It is clear that for fixed E, we can define P,,,l=.(E) by the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative that appears in (2), and then both (1) and (2) 
are automatic. However, to satisfy (3) and (4) we have to choose 
P ,,,sl=,(E) more carefully. The steps are as follows: fist we compute 
explicitly the Radon-Nikodym derivative in the case E = A x B and show 
that it is continuous; then we show that for each fixed z the set-function 
AxBMP gNgS1=z(A x B) extends to a probability measure Et+ PgNgSISZ(E). 
We denote the product measure PN@ Ps by P. 
For a fixed measurable AC Q,, the value PN(A, gNE H) defines a 
probability measure on Bore1 sets H c G. Since this value is bounded above 
by P(g,E H), and since g, has a bounded density with respect to Haar 
measure on G, we see that the measure H c* PN(A, g, E H) has a bounded 
density pN(A, .) with respect o Haar measure on G. Similar remarks may 
be made about Ps(B, g, E . ). If VC G and W c G are measurable, 
P(A x 4 g, E V, gs E W) = j,, w PM, x) PS@, Y 1 dx 4. 
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(Note: dx, dy denote Haar measure on G.) So 
PM x B, km 8,) E 0) = j- PNM x) PSV% Y) dx 4 
and so 
W x B, givg,’ 
E v)=J-{( y): y-‘PV] 
PAM x) ~sU-4 Y) dx dr 
x, x 
vv PAM xl P,@% Y) dx 1 
P&> ZY) PSU% Y) dz 
V 1 
= s s dz dx P,@, zx) P~(B, x). V G 
For notational convenience we shall write pN(x) for pJO,, x), and 
define ps(x) similarly. 
From the above discussion we see by setting A = LJN and B = 0, that the 
distribution of g, gsl is given by the measure 
&(z) = [ f 
G 
P&X) P,(X) dx] dz. 
It follows that 
W x4 g,g,’ H E )=I]ydp(Z)PgNg~l=‘(AxB)) 
where 
P gN&=z(A ’ B, = 
SC ~~4-4 zx) P,@, x) dx 
jG PN(ZX) ps(x) dx ’ (4.1.1) 
Observe that since p&A, .) and ps(B, .) are both bounded measurable 
functions (and the measure of the whole group is finite) the function 
ZH jG dx pN(A, zx) p,(B, x) is continuous and so the function ZH 
P -1 =,(A x B) is continuous. The hypothesis that pN and ps are positive 
er$es that the denominator in Eq. (4.1.1) is positive. 
This completes the proof of (2) and (4) in the case E = A x B. We show that 
P gNgs~ =,(A x B) is a measure in A and in B. This follows from the identity 
1 ~~44 zx) PSW xl dx = f ~B(o) PA@, zgs(w)) dP’(o) 
G 0s 
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and a similar identity with PN. These identities are proved in Lemma 4.1.2 
below. 
The assumption that Q2, and Sz, are standard Bore1 spaces now implies 
that PgNgsl =I (A x B) extends to a probability measure PgNgsl =.(E) defined 
on the measurable sets E in the product space Q = 51, x 52,. This uses 
Lemma 4.1.3 which is proved below. That PgNgil =.(E) is measurable in z 
for fixed E follows by writing 1, as the pointwise limit of a bounded 
sequence of functions which are linear combinations of indicator functions 
of sets of the form A x B. 
For any Bore1 set H c G, both the assignment E H P( E, g, g; ’ E H) and 
the assignment E H jn u”(z) PgNgil = z (E) define measures on the product 
o-algebra of 9. As seen earlier, these measures coincide on all measurable 




for all measurable E c 52 and Bore1 H c G. In other words, 
&% g,g;‘E.) 
dpkNg,’ E-) 
(z) = PgNgi~=.(E) 
for every measurable E c l2. 
Finally we prove that our choice of PgNgSlaz(E) is the unique one which 
satisfies (l)-(4). The distribution of gN g; 1 has positive density everywhere 
with respect o Haar measure and so this distribution takes positive values 
on all non-empty open sets. This implies that if two continuous functions 
on G agree a.e. with respect o the distribution of g,g;l then the functions 
agree everywhere (that is, they are the same function). This argument 
shows that PgN,l =,(A x B) is uniquely defined by (2) and (4) since (2) 
specifies the value of P, gs~ = z (A x B) for a.e. z with respect o the distribu- 
tion of g,g;’ and (4) requires that this assignment define a continuous 
function of z. Finally, (3) requires that P,,,,l = .(E) be a probability 
measure in E and thus this value is also uniquely specified since a proba- 
bility measure on the product a-algebra in Q is determined uniquely by its 
values on the measurable rectangles A x B. m 
We have used above the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA 4.1.2. 
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Proof Let C be any Bore1 subset of G. Then we have 
s 1 c (xl Ps(4 xl dx = pv4 gs! E C) G 
= 5 lLf(o) l&s(~)) dP%o Qs 
Taking finite linear combinations of this formula for various sets C, we have 
for any simple function f on G. Then by taking monotone limits, this 
formula holds for every non-negative measurable function f on G. Taking 
f to be the function x I--, p&4, zx) completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 41.3. Let (X, 9,) and (Y, 9=) be complete separable metric 
spaces equipped with their respective Bore1 o-algebras, and m( ., . ) a function 
on yxx 9, which is a finite measure in each variable. Then there is a finite 
measure on the product o-algebra yx6 9y such that u(A x B) = m(A, B) for 
every A E 9X and BE Y;. 
Proof: The case where X or Y is countable is settled easily (and is of 
no use to us). Assuming that X and Y are uncountable, we can identify 
(X, 5&) and (Y, 9,) with the unit interval [0, 11, equipped with the usual 
Bore1 a-algebra and use regularity to show that m( ., .) extends to a 
countably additive set-function on the algebra of sets consisting of finite 
unions of products of intervals. This process is similar to a method used in 
constructing Lebesgue measure. m 
2. Corollaries 
In this subsection we prove several corollaries of Theorem 4.1.1 which 
will be useful in later sections. 
We will often identify a set A c 52, with A x 0, and make similar identifica- 
tions for subsets of IR, and also for random variables (for example, a function 
g on Q2, may be viewed as a function on Q, x sl,: (ol, OJ H g(oz)). 
COROLLARY 4.2.1. For any measurable A c Q, and B c 52,, 
P gNgS~=r(A xB) =lim 
P(AxB, e,&‘~ V 
p(g g-~ E v) - Viz N S 
Proof Recall that 
P(A x 4 g,g,’ E V) = j 
V 
d’(z) P,,+,(A x B), 
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where C+(Z) is the distribution of g,g;l. The result now follows from the 
continuity of the map z w PgNgsl = .( A x B). 1 
COROLLARY 4.2.2. Let g,, g, be measurable functions on 0, or on 
Qs. ?f” 
g,= g2 PN - as. or Ps - as. 
then, taking these random variables to be defined on 0, 
g, = g2 PgNgSl=z-a.s. 
In particular, iff,, + f almost surely on (Q,, P”) (or on (Sz,, P’)), then 
fn + f almost surely on (a, PgNgslZZ). 
Proof. It suffices to show that if A is a measurable subset of Sz, and B 
is a measurable subset of Q2, and P(A x B) = 0 then PgNgSl =,(A x B) = 0. 
But this is immediate from the previous corollary. i 
COROLLARY 4.2.3. The probability measures P mgf’=z, for z E G, give a 
disintegration of P according to the values of g,g, . This means that for 
every bounded (or non-negative) Bore1 function f on G and every bounded (or 
non-negative) measurable function h on Q the following holds: 
s 
f(gN(O) h(o)-‘) h(o) @Co) 
n 
= j- dp(z)f(z) j h(o) dp 
G R 
where dp(z) is the probability measure on G describing the distribution of 
-1 
gNg,S . 
Proof For f and h indicator functions of sets, the result is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 4.1.1 [specifically, part (2)]. The general case 
follows as usual. 1 
COROLLARY 42.4. The probability measure P,,,;l= z is concentrated on 
the set 
(0 E 52 : gN(0) g,(w)-’ = z}. 
Proof: Define a Bore1 measure m on G by 
Wx) = PNkx) P&) dx. 
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The hypothesis that PN and ps are bounded and positive everywhere 
implies that m(G) is finite and positive. Recall the following formula 
(Eq. (4.1.1)) from the proof of the theorem: 
P gNg~‘=z(A xB)= 
j-o pNtA, ZX) h’s@, X) dx 
jG PN(zx) P,(x) dx ’ 
(4.2.1) 
In this formula A is a measurable subset of 523, and B a measurable subset 
of a,. For the case where A = (0: gN(m) E A’) and B= (ox gs(o) E B’} 
where A’ and B’ are Bore1 subsets of G, the density function pN(A, y) 
equals l,(y) PN(Y) and p,(B, JJ)= l&(y) P&J). So the formula can be 
written in the form 
Pg&=z[kN’ gs) E A’ x B’l = 
m(z-‘Ah B’) 
m(G) ’ 
Let pz : G x G --, G be the projection on the second factor and let A, denote 
the shifted diagonal { (zx, x) : x E G} in G x G. Notice that 
zrlA’ n B’ = p,[(A’ x B’) n A,]. 
The assignment 
defines a Bore1 probability measure ~1 on G x G. Combining all these 
observations we see that 
P ,g,d-k,, gs) E A’ X B’l = Pu(A’ X B’). 
Thus since a probability measure on the product G x G is determined 
uniquely by its values on measurable rectangles we see that the distribution 
of (gN, gs) is given by the measure ,u. 
To conclude the proof we observe that it is immediate from the definition 
of p that p is concentrated on A, in G x G. This is equivalent to saying that 
gN g, -i =z with P,,s~=z-probability 1. 1 
The following result will be a useful tool in Section 5 (where we will have 
z in the center of G). 
PROPOSITION 4.2.5. Suppose that h: 0, + G” and h’: 52, + G” are 
measurable and that for some k < n, m 
h,c . ..h. = g, 
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and 
h; -..h;=g,. 
Assume that h has a density 4 with respect to Haar measure on G” and that 
h’ has a density 4’ with respect to Haar measure on G”. Let f be a bounded 
measurable function on G” x G”, and write f(h, h’) for the function o I-+ 
f(h(w), h’(o)). Then 
pxpf(& x’) 4(x) 4%~‘) G((x,...x,)(x; . ..x.)-’ z-‘) dx dx’ = s 
!o PI&X) P&I dx 
Here the presence of the term 6( .) is to be interpreted as follows: drop the 
term 6(.) and the integration over xk and set x,=z(x; .--x;)(x~-~ .*.x1)-l 
wherever xk appears in the rest of the integrand. (Equivalently, drop 6( .) and 
dxj (or dxi) andgive xj (or xi) the value for which xk ..-x~(x;--.x;)-~ =z.) 
Proof: Wemaytakef=l..., for some Bore1 sets A c G”, B c G”. The 
general case follows by taking linear combinations and monotone limits. 
With this choice off we have, using (4.1.1), 
E,xNp;l=zf(h, h’) = 
jG p&h E A, zx) ps(h’ E B, x) dx 




~h...J”):hx2 I..., X”)EAl 
4(x,, x2, . . . . x,) dxz...dx,, 
where x1 is defined be requiring that xk . . . x1 = y, because for any Bore1 
EcG we have 
s pAhE Y) 4 E 
= PN(hEA, g,EE) 
= s {(Xl ,..., X,):Xk~.~X1EE,(Xl,..., X.)fA} d(x) dx, . . . dx, 
= dy 
s s d((xk.“x2)-1 y, x2, . . . . x,) E ((x2 I..., x”):((xk~~~x2)-1y,x2 ,..., X”)EA} 
xdx,...dx,. 
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Using an analogous expression for ps(h’ E B, y) we obtain from 
Eq. (4.2.1) 
So dXS{,, ,..., xn):(xl , ,x”)Ea} x {(xi ,..., x~,:(xi ,..., X;)EB) d(x) 4’W) 
l-l;= 2 dx, l--I; 2 dxj = 
j-o P&X) P&I dx > 
where x, and xi are defined by the requirements that xk.. .x1 = zx and 
xi a.. xi = x. Introducing xi as a variable of integration instead of x, and x1 
instead of x~, we obtain the desired result. 1 
5. YANG-MILLS STOCHASTIC GEOMETRY FOR S2 
In this section we construct a probability space which we take as the 
model for Euclidean-quantized Yang-Mills field theory over S2 with 
simply connected gauge group. We prove that the expectation values of 
certain gauge-invariant variables is invariant under area-preserving 
diffeomorphisms of the sphere S2. 
1. The Probability Space 
The hemisphere N, equipped with the metric inherited from S2, may be 
identified with the closed unit disk equipped with a Riemannian metric. A 
stochastic geometry (as constructed in Section 3) is then defined over N 
using a g-valued white-noise. The probability space describing the white: 
noise will be taken to be a complete separable metric space 52, equipped 
with the probability measure PN on its Bore1 o-algebra. We carry out a 
similar construction with S and denote the corresponding probability space 
by 52, and the probability measure by P’. There are two random variables, 
both taking values in G, which are of great importance in our discussion: 
DEFINITION 51.1 The random variable on QN defining parallel- 
transport along the simple loop formed by the equator 8, oriented as the 
positive boundary 8N of N, starting and finishing at the base point e, will 
be denoted by g, and will be called the equatorial holonomy with respect 
to N. The random variable g, is defined on Qs in an exactly similar way 
(with 6’ still taken with the same orientation as 8N) and will be called the 
equatorial holonomy with respect to S. 
Denote by D the product space 0, x 52, and denote by P the product 
measure PN@ P’. Any random variable defined either on Q, or on 52, 
becomes in the obvious way a random variable on Sz. 
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Remark. Thus g, and g, become random variables on the probability 
measure space (Q, P). The probability measure on G given by PN 0 g;’ is 
the same as the probability measure P o gh,l, and a similar equality holds 
for g,. 
LEMMA 5.1.2. The G-valued random variables g, and g, have bounded 
probability densities with respect to Haar measure on G. 
Proof. Let gN denote the equatorial loop oriented as aN, starting and 
finishing at the basepoint &, and parametrized by the n-polar angle 
8 E [0, 27~1. The stochastic differential equation (see Definition 3.1.2) 
satisfied by g,(8) is that of standard Brownian motion on the group G 
with time clocked by A(8) ( =area in N described by gN) instead of 0, and 
it is well known (see, for example, McKean’s book [McK]) that for 6’ > 0 
the G-valued random variable g,(8) has a bounded (in fact smooth) 
density with respect to Haar measure on G. Notice that 
Thus we conclude that g,, as a G-valued random variable on the proba- 
bility measure space (a, P) has a bounded density with respect to Haar 
measure on G. The same argument holds for g, defined on (Sz, P). 1 
Henceforth we shall always assume that g, and g, are defined on the 
product space Q; note, however, that here we refer only to the event space 
Q, not to the measure P. In fact we will soon consider a new probability 
measure on 0. 
We can now apply the construction of conditional probability described 
in Section 4 in this situation to obtain a probability measure P,, ss~ = e on 
the space Q. Briefly, PgNgSl =e is a probability measure P,,,;I =e on the 
product-space 52 = Q2, x 52, which is white-noise on the sphere conditioned 
to g, = g,, where gN is the equatorial (e,, + e,) holonomy according to the 
process on N and g, is the corresponding variable for S. 
Convention. In the case the group G is simply connected we will take 
(a, PgNgslEe) to be the probability space describing stochastic parallel 
translation in a bundle over S2 with structure group G. That is, 
(0, PgNgslze) will be taken as the probability space describing the 
Yang-Mills measure. Thus we will often write 4 for Q and prM for 
P g,Vg;‘=e. 
DEFINITION 5.1.3. Let g”(C): o H gA(C; o) be the random variable on 
(Q,, P”) describing parallel-transport along the nice curve C, lying com- 
pletely in the hemisphere A E {N, S}, defined by the stochastic geometry 
given by the white-noise process (Q,, P”). We will say that the random 
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variable g”(C), taken as a random variable on the space (4, ,U YM), 
describes stochastic parallel-transport along C with respect to the gauge 
choice in hemisphere A. 
Corollary 4.2.2 implies the following: 
PROPOSITION 5.1.4. Let C = Cz C, be a nice curve in A E {N, S} where 
each Ci is nice. Then 
g”(C) = g”(G) ~“Wl) PYM - as. 
DEFINITION 51.5. For every p E I, where &’ is the equator, we define the 
random variable z(p) on Q by 
T(P) = g%$) gS(Q - l9 
where tp, is the curve which goes along the equator from the base-point e 
to p in the positive sense with respect to N. 
The random function p H z(p) will be called the stochastic transition 
function. 
PROPOSITION 5.1.6. The process pan has a version with continuous 
paths p,-almost-surely. 
Proof: This follows from the PN-almost-sure continuity of p--f gN(6”,) 
and P’-almost-sure continuity of p -+ g”(gp) and using Corollary 4.2.2. fl 
The stochastic transition function can be identified with a well-known 
process: 
PROPOSITION 51.7. The process pi z(p) which maps the equator 8 
into a loop in G based at the identity is the Brownian loop process 
(Brownian bridge with same initial and final points) based at the identity 
in G. 
Prooj: With respect to the product measure P the map pan 
describes a segment of a Brownian path on G since z(p) = g”(J$) g”(G)-’ 
and gN(&J and gS(&$) describe Brownian paths. The conditioning used to 
define P,, gs I_ e is seen to impose the conditioning that p H z(p) describes 
a loop in G based at the identity e. The details of this argument may be 
checked using Corollary 4.2.3. 1 
DEFINITION 5.1.8. Let C be a nice curve whose initial-points is in the 
hemisphere A E {N, S} and final-point in hemisphere BE {N, S}. Parallel- 
transport along C is described by a random variable g”“(C) on D which 
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is defined by the same algebraic formula as in the deterministic case (see 
Proposition 2.2.5). If f is closed we write f(C) for the random variable 
f(dTC)), where f is any measurable central function on G. 
2. Loop Expectations: An Example 
Consider two curves ci and o2 both lying in N, with (ri strictly closer to 
the pole n than g2 is, and both curves running from the base meridian 0 = 0 
to a fixed meridian 13 = t. We also assume that neither curve intersects the 
pole or the equator. Denote by c3 the part of the equator running from the 
base meridian to the meridian at 8 = t, and denote the remaining part of 
the equator (from 8 = t to 19 = 27~) by (TV. Denote by xi the parallel- 
transport along the complete curve ci. Write A, for the area included 
between oi and Oj, where we take c,, to be the constant point curve at n. 
Applying Theorem 3.2.10 and results of Section 4 on computation of 
expectations with respect o Pg.,1 =e in this situation we see that the joint 
distribution of (xi, x2) is given by 
SG2 Q/&I) Q&+2) Q,&+d Q&d Q,s,K1) & 6 
So Qdi) QsK-‘14 
This simplifies to the expression 
Q.&x,) QA,,(xIX,~) Q,s2,-a,,-a,2(~;') 
Ql&) 
Consider the closed loop I formed by going along e2, coming toward the 
north pole )2 along the meridian, traversing o1 in reverse, and then 
travelling away from n along the meridian till the initial point of c2 is 
reached again. If x is any bounded measurable central function on the group 
G then the expectation of the random variable obtained by evaluation x on 
the holonomy around the loop L is given by 
The point to notice here is that this expectation depends only on the 
area A,, enclosed by the loop 1. This is an example of the main theorem 
which we prove in the next section. 
3. Loop Expectation Values 
In this section we compute explicitly the expectation of random variables 
on (4, pYM) defined by configurations of “admissible” closed curves in S2 
and prove that these expectation values, whenever defined, are invariant 
under area-preserving diffeomorphisms of S*. 
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The results in this section will apply to a class of curves specified in: 
DEFINITION 5.3.1. (1) A curve C: [a, b] --t S2 is admissible if there 
exist points a = t, < ... < t, = b, such that Cj = C( ct,-,,til lies completely in 
N or in S, is horizontal, reversed horizontal, or meridial, and any two 
segments Ci and Cj either have disjoint images or have the same image or 
intersect only at one or both endpoints. 
(2) A collection Y of curves on S2 is admissible if each curve C 
in the collection is admissible and if each curve can be divided into a 
finite number of consecutive segments [a segment of a curve is the 
restriction of the curve to a closed subinterval of its parameter domain] 
each of which lies completely in one of the hemispheres N and S, is hor- 
izontal, reversed horizontal, or meridial, and two such segments corre- 
sponding to the same or different curves in the collection either have 
disjoint images or have the same image or intersect only at one or both 
endpoints. 
Note that an admissible curve is nice and so stochastic parallel transport 
along it is defined. 
Throughout this section Y will denote an admissible collection of curves 
on S2. 
DEFINITION 5.3.2. Associate to Y a finite directed graph r, specified as 
follows: the vertices correspond one-to-one to all the points of intersection 
defined by the curves in Y. The (undirected) bonds or edges correspond 
one-to-one with the segments of the curves in Y joining two vertices. Two 
segments which trace out the same image and which have the same initial 
point and the same final point will correspond to the same directed 
bond/edge. 
If b is a bond then b-’ or 6 will denote the reversed bond. We write [b] 
for the unoriented bond corresponding to b and 6. A bond will be said to 
be horizontal or meridial according to whether the corresponding edge is 
horizontal, reversed-horizontal, or meridial. More generally, we will freely 
identify bonds with curve-segments and vertices of the graphs with the 
corresponding points on S2. 
The initial-point of a directed bond b will be denoted by bi or b’ and its 
final-point by b, or bf. 
DEFINITION 5.3.3. Let Y be a directed graph and let E be its set of 
directed bonds. A G-field over 3 is a map X: E --, G such that 
x(b-‘)=x(b)-‘. 
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A sequence b, . . . b, of bonds such that (bj)f= (bj+ l)i is a chain. This chain 
is a cycle or loop if (b&= (b,)i. 
If K=b;.. bl is a cycle in 9 and x is a G-field over 9 then we write 
x(K) = x(b,) . . .x(b,). 
Note that if K is a cycle then x(K) depends upon the choice of base-point 
of K but this dependence is only up to conjugation. So iffis a central func- 
tion on G then f(x(K)) is independent of the choice of base-point of the 
cycle K. 
DEFINITIONS 5.3.4. Let r be a graph in S* defined by an admissible 
collection % of curves (note: r does not contain any isolated vertices). We 
denote by W(w) or a(r) the finite set of connected components of the 
complement of the subset of S2 covered by the curves in %‘. If R EL@(V) 
then the boundary aR is made up of disjoint loops d, R, . . . . ZJk R. Giving R 
an arbitrary fixed orientation induces an orientation on each aiR. We 
denote by aiR a cycle in r around aiR going around in the sense aiR is 
oriented. Then we write JR for the sequence of cycles a, R . . . akR. Note 
that aR is ambiguous up to the ordering of the aiRIs and the choice of 
base-point for each cycle aiR. A point p E S2 is R-enclosed by aiR if every 
curve in S* from p to any point in R intersects aiR. 
Observation 5.3.5. Let R E W(T) and aR = a, R . . . ak R, in the notation 
introduced above. Then the complement of the set of points which are 
R-enclosed by a, R is connected. So if SE&?(~) and S # R, then for any 
ifz { 1, . . . . k}, either every point in S is R-enclosed by aiR or no point of S 
is R-enclosed by aiR. 
Remark 5.3.6. Let r be the graph defined by an admissible collection of 
curves in S*. Consider any bond [b] in r. Then either (1) [b] lies on the 
boundary of exactly one region R E W(T) or (2) [b] lies on the boundary 
of exactly two regions R, and R2 in B(r). In the lirst case aR is the form 
a, R ... akR where exactly one aiR contains [b] and this component is 
of the form diR = bC6C’ (or cyclic rearrangement) with C, C’ being 
cycles. In the second case, if RI and R, are the regions on whose boundary 
lies [b], then each aRi has exactly one component a,R, involving [b]. 
Moreover, d, R, = bC1 and a, R2 = 6C,, where C, and C2 are chains. If f 
and h are bounded central functions on G then we write f * h(x) for 
IG f (xy-r) h(y) dy. If [b] is a bond lying in the boundary of distict regions 
RI, R2, then for every G-field x on r 
s cf(x(aR,))h(x(aR,))dx,=f*h(x(aR)), 
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where R = RI u R2 u lblO, with (b(’ the interior of b, is the region in B(P) 
where r’ is the graph obtained by dropping b from r 
Convention 5.3.7. Let f be a function of the G-fields on a graph r given 
by f(X) = I;(Xbl, X&l, -.a, xbn, X$ ), where F is a bounded measurable func- 
tion on G2” and [bI], . . . . [b,] are all the distinct bonds in lY Then we write 
jf(x) dx for j F(x,, x;l, . . . . x,, x;‘) dxI . ..dx.. 
LEMMA 5.3.8. Let r be a graph defined by an admissible collection of 
curves in S2. Let C 1, . . . . C, be closed loops in S2 such that each Ci can be 
described as a cycle in K For each R E W(T) let hR be a central function on 
G which also satisfies hk(x) = h,(x-‘) for every x E G. 
(1) Suppose that the Cls are all based at the same point m. Then for 
every bounded measurable function f on G” 
s f(x(Cd,-.,x(G)) n h&(W)dx 
R E *(I-) 
(*I 
is independent of the choices made in the definition of each aR. 
(2) Suppose now that C1, . . . . C, have arbirary base-points. Then for 
any bounded measurable central functions fi, . . . . f, on G, 
s fI(x(CI)) . . .fn(x(Cn)) n hR(x(aR)) dx (**) 
R E 5?(r) 
is independent of the spec$c choices made in defining each dR. 
Proof: First note that (*) is unchanged if f is replaced by f g, where 
ge G, and f g(yl, . . . . y,) = f(g-‘y, g, . . . . g-‘y, g). Averaging over all gE G, 
we see that it suffices to assume that f g = f for every f: The arguments that 
follow are stated for part (1); i.e., they refer to (*), but apply equally well 
to (**). 
Consider any SE W(T). Then, in the usual notation, dS = 8, S . . . a,$$. 
Fix some i < k and define J’S in the same way as aS except with aiS and 
a,+rS interchanged, i.e., a’S=a,S...ai-lSai+,SaiSai+,S...a,S. Let 
(*)’ denote the same integral as (*) except with aS replaced by 8’s. 
Consider fixed values of xb for b on aiS. For every vertex u of r define 0, 
by setting Bv = x(aiS) if u is S-enclosed by ai+ ,S, while 0” = e otherwise. 
Then define xi = 6d1xb6b’ (recall that b runs from b’ to bf). Note that we 
have xz=xb for b on a,Sforj#i+l. Then 
xqas) = x(a, s) . . . x(ai- 1 s) x(ai+ 1 s) x(ais) x(ai+ 2s). . . x(a,s) 
and so hs(x’(aS)) = h&x(8’s)). 
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Consider any RE%!(~) with R # S. Then, by Observation 5.3.5, 8 is 
constant on all vertices of r in 8. It follows that x’(dR) E G is a conjugate 
of x(dR), and so h,(x(BR)) equals h,(x(a’R)). Sincefg = f for every g E G, 
it follows on setting g = 8,, that f(x’(C,), . . . . x’(C,)) equals 
f(x(C,), . . . . x(C,)). (Note that this argument is not necessary for (**).) 
Thus if in (*) we carry out only the integration over xb for b not on aiS, 
with arbitrary but fixed values of xb for b in aiS, then the change of 
variables xc, x@ (which obviously preserves Haar measure) changes the 
integrand only in replacing dR by d’R. Doing this and then integrating over 
the remaining xds, we see that (*) equals (*)‘. It follows that the particular 
ordering d1 R +. ak R in 8R does not affect the value of (* ). 
Now we show that the choice of base-point of 8 I S does not affect the 
value of (*); that is, the bond sequence making up a, S may be cyclically 
permuted without changing the value of (*). Let a, S = b, ... b,. We write 
8;s to denote b,b,.-. b, and d’s to denote &Sa2S...a,S and (*)’ for the 
value of the integral obtained by replacing aS by 8’S in (*). Taking any 
arbitrary value for x~,, define 8, for every vertex v in r by setting 8, = xh, ’ 
if v is S-enclosed by a, S, and 8, = e otherwise. Set x1 = B;fl~bOb,. Then it 
is easily verified that xe(&S) = x(8’s). If R E B?(T) and R # S then by 
Observation 5.3.5, 8 is constant on all vertices in i? and so it follows as 
before that h,(x(aR)) equals h,(x(a’R)). Thus if in (*) we carry out the 
integration over all xb for [b] # [bI], then the change of variables x I--+ x0 
preserves the value of the integral but changes the integrand only in 
replacing aS by 8’s. Now integrating over xb,, we obtain (*)‘. So (*) 
equals (*)‘. Thus we have proved that the value of (*) is independent of the 
choice of base-points in each aiR. 
Finally we show that the choice of orientation for any SE B?(r) does not 
affect the value of (*). If aS= d, S.. . (7,s as before, then the boundary of 
S with the reverse orientation is 8’s = 8,s.. .a, S, where aiS is obtained 
from aiS by reversing the sequence of bonds. So x(8’s) = x(X$- ’ and so 
hs(x(a’S)) = h,Jx(&S)). So the value (*) is unaffected by the replacement 
asHa's. 1 
Recall (from Definition 5.1.8) that if C is a closed admissible curve based 
at n then stochastic parallel translation around C is described by a random 
variable g”,“(C): $?n -+ G: o H gXN(C; w), We will often write gN for gN,N. 
Similarly, if C is a closed admissible curve based at s then stochastic 
parallel translation around C is described by a random variable 
g~S(C):@?n--+G:wi+gxS (C; o), and we will abbreviate gsxs to g’. Our 
first main result on loop expectation values is: 
THEO~M 5.3.9. Let Y = {C,, . . . . C,} be an admissible collection of 
closed curves in S2 all based at the same point m. Let nm be an arc from n 
580/108/2-3 
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to m such that Y v {nm} is admissible. Denote by mn the curve obtained by 
traversing nm in reverse. Then for every bounded measurable function f on Gk 
the following holds: 
J f ( gN(mn . C, . nm; o), . . . . c gN(mn. Ck .nm; 0)) d,edo) 
1 
=- fMC,), ..*, 
Qls+4 J x(ck)) n Q,R,WW> dx. R E 9?(Y) 
Here (t, x) H Q,(x) is the heat kernel on G, as before. 
In particular, if T: S2 + S2 ’ IS an area-preserving homeomorphism such 
that T(Y) = (To C,, . . . . To C,> is admissible and nTm is an arc from n to 
Tm such that (nTm} v T(Y) is admissible, then (with Tmn being the reverse 
of nTm) 
J f ( gN(mn . C1 . nm; co), . . . . gN(mn . Ck. nm; 0)) dpYM(o) B n 
= J f(gN(Tmn . To C1 .nTm; o), o n 
. .) gN(Tmn . To Ck .nTm; 0)) dp,(o). 
Proof Draw enough meridians MO, . . . . M,, which together with the 
equator d and 9’ u {nm} form a collection g of curves which form 
grids (in the sense of Definition 3.2.11) TN and r, in N and in S, res- 
pectively. Let Ly, . . . . L& and Lf, . . . . Li, be the lasso sequences in N and 
in S, respectively, constructed in the way described in Definition 3.2.13. 
Recall that 6 is the loop based at e, going around the equator in the 
sense so that it forms the positive boundary dN of N. Let K”’ be 
the meridial segment along MO from n to the equatorial base-point e, 
and let KS be the meridial segment along GO from s to e,. Then the 
loop KN&‘KN is a reduction (see Definition 3.2.13) of LEN. .. Lr and 
KS&KS is a reduction of L&. . . Lf. In particular, gN(Lz,. . . Ly) = g, and 
&TV;, *..LJ=g,. 
Any admissible closed curve in N based at n and consisting of segments 
drawn from rN is a reduction of a curve composed of lassos and reversed 
lassos in TN. The same holds for S. It follows that each C: = mn . Ci. nm is 
a reduction of a curve composed of lassos and reversed lassos drawn from 
the two grids r, and r, and also possibly involving KN, RN and KS, KS 
(some care has to be taken at the points the curve crosses from one 
hemisphere to the other). So g”(Cj) is equal to a product of some gN(Ly)‘s 
and g’(Ly)‘s and their inverses. 
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So we can write f( g”(C;), . . . . g”(C;)) in the form F( { gN(Lr) >, 
(gS(LT)}) for some bounded measurable function E: on G”N+mS. Then 
using Theorem 3.2.14 and Proposition 4.2.5 we have 
p({x;}, {xj”})~(x~,...x~(x~,..~x~)-‘) 
I-I::“=“, I-Ii”_“, Q,,+;, Q,,s,(x,“, dxf’ dxi” > = 
Q,s&) 
where RF is the open subset of N enclosed by the loop Ly and RT is the 
open subset of S enclosed by Ly as described in Theorem 3.2.14. 
If d=bk.-. b,, where the bls are bonds in r(Yi), associate an arbitrary 
element xbi E G to each bi for 1~ i < k; xbk will be specified later. To each 
bond b on MO associate an element xb E G. For each M, other than M,, and 
to each bond b, except for one in each hemisphere, on Mi associate an 
element xb E G. Let B be the collection of bonds in r(Y; ) for which xb has 
not been defined yet. 
We now introduce a variable xb to each b E B in order to replace the 
variables xys and xys. Given the variables { xr} and (xi”} satisfying 
XN ...XN=XS ...xS i , it is possible to associate variables xb, one for each 
biid b k B, 2 such a way that x7 = x(Ly) and xi” = x(LT) and the 
integration G(xN(b) ~~(a)-‘) & dxr dxy gets replaced by nbeB dx,. The 
equality x”(8) =xS(b) guarantees that xbk is well-defined. Then the 
integration above can be stated as 
Now we can integrate over all the xb’s for b not in B (these xis 
appear as arbitrary constants in the integrand on the right side of (*)) to 
obtain 
s fkN(C;; 01, a.., gN(C;; 0)) dpxt.A~) c ” 
=s F({x(L?)l, b’(L,s)}) rLqrw,,)~ Q,&(W) dx 
Qls+) 9 
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where the integration runs over xb given by G-fields over r(q). Using the 
relationship between f and F we can write this as 
Let r’ be the graph obtained by adding to r= r, all vertices of r1 = 
r(Y;) that lie on bonds of r Thus each bond of r’ is a bond of r1 and 
each bond of r is made up of a number of bonds of P. It is clear that 
= f(~(C1), **-> 
s 
x(c,)) fl Q,,,(x(aR)) dx- (***) 
REW(I-‘) 
Note that as in the proof of Lemma 5.3.8, we may assume f g = f for 
every gc G. Let [br] be a bond in r1 which is not in r’. If [bi] lies on 
the boundary of exactly two regions R, and Rz of W(T,), then this bond 
may be dropped from the graph r1 using the convolution formula 
QR, * QR, = QR (where R is the region obtained by combining R, and Rz 
and dropping [bi]) as described in Case (2) in Remark 5.3.6, without 
changing the value of the integral (**). Suppose now that [bt] lies on the 
boundary of exactly one region R E W(T,); this is Case (1) in Remark 5.3.6. 
Then dR=d,R.-eajR and a,R=b,S,b,S,, where S,, S2 are cycles in r1 
not involving [bl]. Let r, be the graph obtained by dropping [bl] 
from the graph r1 and let R’ = R u lbllo be the new region in W(T,). 
Note that %(r,) is W(T,) except that R is replaced by R’. Note also that 
the set of vertices of r, is a subset of those in rl. We can write aR’= 
allR iYlzR dzR. ..d,R where dliR= Si. 
For every vertex v of r, define 8, by 
if v is RI-enclosed by S, ; 
otherwise. 
Define 
g = X:=eb/‘Xbebi, if Cbl Z C&l; 
b 
xb, if [b] = [bl]. 
Then 
%% R) = X(w x6%) 
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and, for i # 1, 
x(a,R) = x(d,R). 
So I(8R) = x(aR’) and therefore also QIR,(2(aR)) = QIRP,(x(dR’)). Also, 
for SE W(T,) with S# R, 0 is constant on all vertices in S and so 
Z(aS) = ~“(8s) is a conjugate of x(&S). So Q,,,(?(aS)) = Qls,(x(&S)). Note 
that &S does not involve b,. Since we have assumed fg = f for every g E G, 
and since [bi ] being in T1\T does not appear in any of the curves Ci (ail 
based at m), it follows that 
fV(c;), .*., qc;)) =fMC,), . ..Y X(Ck)). 
Thus if in (***) we carry out only the integration over all xb for 
[b] # [bl], with an arbitrary but fixed value of xb,, then the change of 
variables x H P changes the integrand only by replacing rl by I’, and R 
by R’. Note that now xb, has dropped out of the integrand completely. 
Integrating over xb, we see that the value of (** *) is unchanged if the bond 
[bl] is dropped from l-i and the integration is done for the new graph r2. 
Repeating this process inductively, we see that (* **) has the same value if 
r1 is replaced by K 
The second part of the theorem is an immediate consequence of the 
first. [ 
The significance of Theorem 5.3.9 is seen from the fact (see Proposi- 
tion 2.1.2(2)) that for a classical smooth connection o the equivalence class 
[w] in % = zd/S is specified completely by the values f(g”‘vN(C, ; o), . . . . 
gNsN(Ck; 0)) where (1) k runs over all positive integers, (2) {C,, . . . . C,l 
runs over all sets of admissible closed curves based at n, and (3)fruns over 
all bounded measurable (or even continuous) functions on Gk which satisfy 
the invariance condition f(gx, g-l, . . . . gx, g-l) =f(x,, . . . . xk) for all 
(x 1, . . . . xk) E Gk and all g E G. Thus, in a sense, Theorem 5.3.9 specifies the 
Yang-Mills measure on %. 
The arguments for Theorem 5.3.9 also prove: 
THEOREM 5.3.10. Ify= {C,, . . . . C,} is an admissible collection of closed 
curves in S2 then for any bounded measurable central functions fi, . . . . f, 
on G 
s fi(Cd...fn(G) &w= sf,(x(C,))...f,(x(C,)) Q%) dx % Qde) 
(The random variable f,(C,) is as defined in Definition 5.1.8.) 
Thus if R is an area-preserving homeomorphism of S2 and if (Cp, . . . . Cf } 
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is also an admissible collection, where CR = R 0 Ci is the curve obtained by 
applying R to Ci, then 
J’ K 
fi(C~)---f,(G)d~m,= fi(C~)-~fnW:)d~m. I s 
A homeomorphism R of S2 is covered by an isomorphism fR of the 
bundle P and induces in a natural way a map R: Gf? --f %‘: [o] w R[w] = 
[f ffo], which is independent of the choice of fR. Therefore 5.3.9 shows 
that, in a heuristic sense, this map preserves the Yang-Mills measure on $7. 
Examples of area-preserving diffeomorphisms are obtained by considering 
the flow of the (divergence-free) vector field corresponding to the l-form 
*df where8 S2 --f R is any smooth function and * denotes the Hodge dual. 
It should be noted that we have not described any class of admissible curves 
that are closed under the application of area-preserving diffeomorphisms 
and yet are broad enough to specify equivalence classes in %? (as in 
Proposition 2.1.2). In the case where S2 has the usual spherical metric, the 
class of polygonal curves (i.e., made of segments of geodesics) are closed 
under rotations and thus if we consider invariance under rotations this is 
a nice class of curves. 
4. Covergence of a Lattice Approximation 
By a lattice 2 on S2 we will mean the configuration formed by a finite 
collection of meridians and latitudinal circles in St such that all the com- 
ponents of the complement in S2 of 9 have the same area. We consider 
9 as a directed graph. 
DEFTN~TION 5.4.1. Let G be a closed Lie subgroup of SU(N). The 
Wilson action function corresponding to the lattice 9 is the central 
function on G defined by 
where E is the area of each component of the complement of 2 in S2, Tr g 
is the trace of the matrix gE SU(N), the constant Z, is chosen so that 
Jo A”(g) d’= 1. 
For any integer n 2 1 we denote by Ai the n-fold convolution of A” with 
itself. 
If f is a bounded measurable central function and C is a closed curve in 
S2 which can be described as a loop in the graph Y in the form C= 
bk 0-a bl, where the b/s are directed bonds, then we set 
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where E = (RJ for every RE W (and W is the set of all components of the 
complement of 8 in S2) and 9z = I& dgb with b running over all 
(un-directed) bonds in 9. 
The main result of this section is: 
THFOREM 5.42. Let 9n be a sequence of lattices in S2 with 9,, c 9”+ 1 
with each bond b in Y,, broken up into a number of consecutive bonds in 
2 n + 1, Let k, = 1, and let k, be the integer such that E, = E/k,, is the area 
of each component region of the complement of Yn in S*. Assume E, --t 0 
as n + co. Let C be a closed curve in S* which lies in 9, (regarded as a 
subset of S2) and hence in gn. Note that C can be regarded as a loop in 
9,. Then 
s C f(C) dpyM=J& &nCf(W. 
To prove this we use the following central limit theorem which we 
quote without proof (see Theorem A.2 of Borgs and Seiler as used in 
WI ): 
THEOREM 5.43. For E > 0 let A” and Ai be as in Definition 1 and recall 
that Qt(x) is the fundamental solution of the heat equation on G. Then 
tin 
An + Q, uniformly on G as n + co. 
Proof of Theorem 5.4.2. Note first that we can view C as a loop 
(defined by a sequence of bonds) in each 3,. Denote by Tc the graph 
defined by the curve C. Note that, up to a set of measure zero, every 
R E Brc is the union of 1 RI/e, elements of 9,. Thus we have the computa- 
tion 
&=,CfWl = j f(g(C)) n A”“(g(aR)) %n g 
RESPZ” 
= f(g(C)) n A$,,Jg(aR)) %cg I 
REGQ-C 
- (n-m) I f(g(C)) fl Q,R,(g(aR))%-cg 
RE&-C 
= J%gNg&?Cfw)l. 
The second equality in the above computation follows by the reasoning 
in the proof of Theorem 5.3.18, and the limit in the last step follows from 
the preceding theorem. 1 
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5. Stochastic Parallel-Translation as Diffusion 
We will now discuss stochastic parallel-translation along a horizontal 
curve segment lying in either hemisphere as a diffusion process in G. 
Let C: [a, b] + N be a C’ horizontal curve in N parametrized by the 
polar angle at N. For t3E [a, b] denote by A0 the area of the region whose 
positively oriented boundary is obtained by following the meridial segment 
lying in N from the north-pole to C(O), then following t ++ C(t) up to t = 9 
and then returning to the north-pole by the meridial segment lying in N 
and passing through C(0). Identifying N with the closed unit disk in the 
plane (the north-pole being identified with the origin) and writing the 
metric as ds2 = E dr2 + 2G dt de + F de2, we have 
where 0: 0 I+ o(0) represents the curve C in polar coordinates. It is now 
clear that A, is C’ as a function of t. The definition of a horizontal curve 
includes the requirement hat a(0) > 0 except possibly at the endpoints and 
this requirement implies A’(t) > 0 for t E (a, b). 
For a<s< t < b the distribution of the G2-valued random variable 
(g(C,), g(C,)) under the conditional probability PgNgFl =e is given by the 
density 
Qa,W QA,-A,(YX-‘) Q,s+A,(Y-‘) 
Qls# 
with respect to Haar measure dx dy on G x G. A similar result holds for a 
finite set of choices t, s, . . . E [a, b]. 
Introduce the notation 
p(s 
> 
x. t y) = Q/i-A,(YX-‘1 Q,s~,-A~(Y-~) 
9 9 Q,s+a,W1) 
(5.5.1) 
Then, writing p, for the density with respect to Haar measure of the 
distribution of g(C,) on G, we have 
A similar argument can be carried out with a finite set of choices 
t, s, . . . E [a, b]. 
The conclusion is that t I-+ g(C,) is a Markov process with transition 
function given by p(s, x; t, y). 
In fact the process t I+ g( C,) is readily ident$ed (from the transition 
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function) as the standard Brownian bridge(/loop) process with time clocked 
by A, instead of by t. Thus stochastic parallel-translation t F+ g(C,) is a 
(segment of) such a bridge. 
6. OTHER STRUCTURE GROUPS 
In this section we will construct stochastic parallel-transports for bundles 
over S2 with structure group H either (1) having a compact simply 
connected covering group or (2) Abelian. We will first consider the 
case (1). 
1. Loop Expectation Values for Certain Multiply Connected Groups 
In this subsection we will prove the invariance theorems for structure 
groups H which have compact universal covers. The conditional proba- 
bility measure Pg, gs I= I constructed in Section 4 will be used in this 
subsection. For notational convenience we will denote the structure group 
by H and write n: G --f H for the simply connected compact universal 
covering of H. The geometric setting is that of a bundle over S2 with 
structure group H. The bundle is specified uniquely up to topological 
bundle isomorphisms by the homotopy class of the transition function 
(relative to trivializations over N and S) mapping the equator into a loop 
in H. When the equator is traced out in a loop with base-point e, the 
transition function, taking values in H, can be lifted to obtain a path in G 
whose homotopy class is uniquely specified by its endpoint z E G. It is 
possible to write H= G/K where K= ker rc is a closed discrete normal 
subgroup of G and hence lies in the center Z(G) of G. Since z E K we 
conclude that z E Z(G). Note that K can be identified with z,(H). 
Note again that in contrast to previous sections, His the structure group 
and G is the universal cover of H. 
The probability space on which the stochastic parallel-transport 
variables will be defined is the space (a, PgNgSlxr). For C a nice curve in 
N the random variable o H gN(C; o) on (Q, PgNgsl = .) is defined as in 
Section 4 and g”( .) is also defined as before. Set 
o c, hN( C; o) = n( gN( C; co)) 
and define P(. ) similarly. These random variables on (52, PgNgSl = .) will be 
interpreted as the stochastic parallel-transport variables. If the curve C can 
be parametrized by the polar angle in the form 6 ++ cr(0) and if we write C, 
for the part of C up to 8 = t then t H g”( C,) is the lift of t H hN( C,) to G 
and t I-+ hN(C,) obeys a stochastic differential equation similar in form to 
that obeyed by t I+ gN(Ct). 
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If C is a closed admissible curve with base-point in ,4 E {N, &‘> and f a 
measurable central function on H then we define the random variablef(C) 
by 
f(C) =fow*“(C))). 
The stochastic bundle transition function is now a random function IJ 
mapping the equator d into a loop in H 
o(p) = h”Q$) h”(Q+ 
The discussion in the preceding paragraph shows that (r has a P-almost- 
surely (recall P = PN @ P”) continuous version as a loop in H belonging to 
the homotopy class defined by z. 
The rest of this section will use the context of Subsection 5.3. In the 
present situation we compute EPgNBSIzz[f(C)] for a bounded measurable 
central function f on the structure group H. We introduce: 
Notation 61.1. (1) r= f err, where K: G-, H is the covering map. 
(2) Q,(x) is the fundamental solution of the heat-equation on G. 
(3) If r is a finite graph in S2 and R, is some element of 4e, then 
we write 
Q:(Y)= fl Q,R,(YGW Q,R,,(zY(%)). 
It will be shown that the specific choice of R, will not be important in the 
context where we will use Qr. 
Convention 6.1.2. We will write (g”(z), pYM) for (a, PgNgslSs). 
The arguments used in proving the Theorems 5.3.9 and 53.10 extend to 
proofs of analogous results in the present context. For example, 
THEOREM 6.1.3. IfsP= {C,, . . . . C,} is an admissible collection of closed 
curves in S2 then for any bounded measurable central functions fi , . . . . f, on H 
where f = f 0 rt and R: G + H is the universal covering map. Thus if R is an 
area-preserving dtffeomorphism of S2 and if (Cp, . . . . Cf) is also an 
admissible collection, where Cp = R 0 Ci, then 
s f(C,),..f,(Cn)d,+w= - RiGi1 s fi(CP) . . ddC,“> dclnc. K(z) 
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If all the C;s are based at the same point m and nm is a curve from n to 
m such that nm forms an admissible collection together with Y then for any 
bounded measurable function f on H” 
s -f(g(Z.C,.nm;w), . . . . g(~~Cn~nm;~))4h4(~) ” 
=~f(x4C,), .**9 ~~x(C,,)) Q?(x) dx Q,s# 
It remains to check that the specific choice of R, appearing in QF does 
not affect the values of the integrals appearing in Theorem 6.1.3. Suppose 
R, has a bond b in common with R, so that y6 appears in y(aR,) and y;’ 
in y(8R1). Then replacing yb by z-iyb in the integrals and using the fact 
that I = y( w we see that the integral is unchanged except that in the ) 
definition of Q, rs the region R, is replaced by R,. Since any two regions 
in 9rs can be connected by a sequence of regions in 9rs sharing a common 
boundary bond the value of the integral in Eq. (6.1.1) is independent of the 
choice of R,. 
Finally we reformulate the discussions of this section in a form that dis- 
plays the link with the Brownian bridge process more explicitly. Let % be 
an admissible collection of curves in S2 consisting of meridians MO, . . . . M,, 
arranged in the positive sense at n, and curve segments running from Mi 
to Mi+ i (with the convention M,, i = M,). We assume that the curve 
segments between M, and Mi+l can be described in polar coordinates 
based at n (degenerate at s) in the form 8 I+ (0, o,(O)), where 1 <:j,< ki, 
and we label them in the order oli < . . . 6 c+, (we take triki+, to be the 
point curve at s and eiO the point curve at n). We assume also that (TV can 
touch another such curve or n or s only at the endpoints. We denote by L, 
the loop (“lasso”) based at n formed by following the meridial segment 
along Mi from n to the initial point of CT~, followed by ran, followed by the 
meridial segment along ai+ 1 to the final point of eii- 1, followed by e5,_ 1 
followed by the meridial segment along ai back to n. It is possible to order 
the (ij)‘s and thus relabel the L;s in the form L1, ..,, L, so that if in the 
loop L, . . . L, we drop all curve segments that are traversed in opposite 
directions consecutively then we obtain simply the point curve at n. We can 
now state: 
THEOREM 6.1.4. Let %2 be an admissible collection of curves as described 
in the preceding paragraph and L1, . . . . L, be as just described. Write tj= 
ILlI + . . . + lLjl (thus t,= IS’(.) Then the H”-valued random variable 
(hN(L,), . . . . hN(L,)) has the same distribution as (h,,, h,,h,‘, . . . . ht,ht,l,) 
where h: [0, IS211 I+ G is the projection by 71 onto H of a standard Brownian 
bridge process in G from e to z in time JS21. 
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2. Compact Abelian Groups 
In the case where the structure group H is abelian the condition 
-1 
gN g, = z is actually linear and hence the Yang-Mills measure PgNg,l = z is 
simply the Gaussian measure PN@ Ps conditioned to lie on a linear sub- 
space and hence the Yang-Mills measure in this case is Gaussian. Note that 
here G, the universal cover of H, is the Lie algebra of H taken as an 
additive group and the covering projection p: G + H is the exponential 
map. Since this is a quite simple situation we will not spell out the details 
of how the preceding theory extends to this case. The conclusion is that if 
c is any “2-chain” on S2 with do = C then the holonomy around C is given 
by the random variable exp[F(g)], where F is a g-valued white noise over 
S2 satisfying F(S2) = z and the evaluation F(o) is defined as in integrating 
a 2-form over a 2-chain. 
In the structure group H is covered by the product of a simply connected 
compact group and a compact abelian group and the invariant metric on 
the Lie algebra of H is the product of invariant metrics on the respective 
factors then the Yang-Mills measure for H can be constructed by taking 
products in a natural way and the natural extension of Theorem 6.1.4 
above holds. 
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